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one service and one brand,.with.a.single.customer.relationship.management.system.







. It.will.deliver.expert and impartial.labour.market.information,.essential.for.helping.customers.
to.make.the.best.career.choices..
. This.will.be.an.evolving.process.after.the.core.service.becomes.operational.












6. How PLA might work in practice
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Personal Learning Accounts
‘Skills accounts will enable adults to take control of their skills and career development by 
providing a personalised online record of their qualifications, personal information on public 
funding entitlements for skills and a record of the funding the Government has invested in their 
training. They will be part of a single online channel with the tools we are developing for the adult 
advancement and careers service.’33
If.the.notion.of.a.Personalised.Learner.Account.(to.“put effective purchasing power in the hands of 
customer”.as.Leitch.had.originally.suggested34).is.to.be.realised.then.the.model must be based 
on the concept of a real account, with real money, where individuals can ‘save and borrow’ 
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the topic of personalised learning accounts: 
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